Selection Investigation Assessment Examples
Purpose
To help teachers assessing pupils programming to identify computational thinking and progression in
programming concepts.

Limitations
This assessment goes alongside the module ‘Selection Investigation’ found in the book ‘How to teach
primary programming using Scratch’ by Phil Bagge and on the code-it website.

Class Background



Year 4 Class
Previous programming experience
o In Year 3 11 hours creating ‘Smoking Car’, ‘Music Machine’ & ‘Dressing up Game’
modules found in the book ‘How to teach primary programming using Scratch’ by
Phil Bagge
o 5 pupils with literacy or numeracy SEN needs who missed over 50% of Year 3
Computing Science
o Prior to this module in Year 4, 7 hours creating ‘Maths Quiz’ & ‘Slug Trail Game’
modules1

Selection Investigation Aim




Generalise2 a programming idea
Use if and if else conditional selection independently
Investigate selection within a loop

Module Outline
Time Frame
1 hour & 50 minutes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Pupils were reminded of when they used selection within a loop in the ‘Slug Trail’1 game.
Basic aims of the lesson were explained
Pupils chose or created a sprite
Pupils drew spots of colour on the stage
Pupils examined Scratch blocks to look for blocks that were opposite to each other or
cancelled each other out. Most of them recorded these in another sprite. (Proto-Algorithm)
Pupils used selection within a loop to steer the sprite
An example was shown to pupils which makes the sprite change colour when touching a
colour on the stage
Pupils were reminded how to duplicate code
Pupils worked independently with no support other than the teacher checking that they had
understood the initial instructions and reminding them twice to explore Motion, Looks,
Sound & Pen Blocks. A pupil asked if they could explore a variable and the answer was given
to the whole class.

Assessment Principles for this module
In this assessment, code was only assessed that has been created independently so blocks such as
the steering and moving block are not assessed. Some pupils discovered how this worked
independently but their teacher didn’t record their names. The example code block, if recreated by a
pupil, was also not included for assessment purposes. If these were assessed they would have been
on the bottom of the row of the infographic grid (on the next page) in the centre.

Example Excluded Code

Moving and Steering

Example Code Block

Computational thinking can be recorded. Mainly in this case (Ge) generalisation2 if a code example
has been reused for a different purpose. Where pupils have collected opposite code blocks before
programming an (Al) algorithm has been recoded. This is not strictly an algorithm in this case but
shows understanding of code that cancels other code out or acts in an opposite manner as part of
the planning process. It is called a proto-algorithm here.
The infographic grid (on the next page) used to evaluate the following pupils work is useful to help
visualise complexity and independence.
The left column contains code that is the most simple, moving to the most complex code on the
right. The bottom row is for ideas where the teacher or another student had a significant input. The
middle row is where a lesser hint was provided and the top row is reserved for independent work.
A row of icons touching represent a contained section of code
There is a rough guide to complexity at the bottom of each column below the infographic grid for
this module.
In this module the teacher filled in the infographic grid after the pupils had finished but in some
modules there is value in pupils reflecting on learning and filling in part or all of the grid themselves.
It is possible to assess this module without the infographic grid really easily but it is useful to reflect
on the thinking and learning taking place.

Very simple easily read blocks
used such as say or show/hide

More complex blocks used

Variables or different
conditions used or multiple
sprites interacting

Final Assessment Grade
Once the work of assessing the modules is complete the teacher assesses them into






Outside (This pupil shouldn’t have attempted this module)
Below
Within
Above
Far Above

The teacher considers any pupil who falls into the outside category to be a failing on the teacher’s
part as the pupil shouldn’t have attempted the module.

1,

found in the book ‘How to teach primary programming using Scratch’ by Phil Bagge

2,

adapting an idea found elsewhere for a different purpose

Pupils Work Examples
Pupils working below average expected
In total 6 pupils were working below average out of a class of 32
There are four example below

PUPIL A

Pupil A has carried out the task set and has experimented with generalising the idea but has limited
themselves to only one block type. There initial ideas were also quite limited.
Overall pupil A is working BELOW expected outcomes for this module

PUPIL B

Pupil B’s proto-algorithm is more developed than pupil A. They were given hints to try and discover
the bug in their pen block (extra forever loop) without success. The blank think command in every
say block suggests that they are not fully clear about the ‘either or’ nature of the selection block. The
two colour condition might have pushed this into working within if it had worked. Overall this is just
BELOW expected outcomes for this module. Working on selection and debugging would raise this
pupil’s attainment.

Pupil C

Pupil C was one of the most difficult decisions as at first glance they are experimenting with
variables. This was resolved by asking them about the variable which they weren’t clear about, you
can see evidence of their lack of understanding by the variable being within the steering block.
Without the variable they have only created one generalised block of code. I suspect they may have
tried other code ideas but have deleted them and we can’t assess what isn’t there.
Overall this is BELOW expected outcomes for this module. Highlighting the blocks they could have
tried from their proto-algorithm will make them see how easily they could have achieved a higher
assessment outcome.

Pupil D

Pupil D has not recorded any opposite blocks so cannot receive credit for thinking this part of their
proto-algorithm through. They only adapted the provided example colour effect block to include say
and turn blocks. The move and steer block was missing despite the pupil being provided with the
example block sheet during the lesson as a hint, which had these shown. If you pick up the sprite and
drop it on the colours it does things.
Overall this is BELOW expected outcomes for this module and represents the lowest quality of work
from the class. Pupil D was one of the pupils who missed 50% of the computing science in Year 3.
Pupil D is not outside the expected outcomes as discussion indicated that they understood the idea
of selection.

Pupils Working Above Expected Outcome
In total 3 pupils were above expected outcomes out of a class of 32
Two have their work outlined below

Pupil E

Pupil E
At first glance at pupil e code it is very easy to think within as they haven’t created lots of code or
used variables but when you run the program you notice two sprites and that pupil e has generalised
the touching colour to become touching another sprite. You also notice that they have cleverly
changed costume using colours. The other sprite also has code (Not shown here) which responds to
different colours.
Pupil e is working above expected outcome

Pupil F

Pupil F
Has a range of effects covering a wide range of programming
ideas. They have also successfully experimented with a variable
using one colour to set the variable back to zero and another to
increase the variable. They have also dabbled with a list albeit
unsuccessfully. They also have enough understanding to disable
blocks that might be interfering with other blocks. Something that
all pupils were encouraged to do.
Pupil F is working above expected outcomes for Year 4

Pupils Working Within Expected Outcome
Twenty two pupils are working within expected outcome for this project
Two have their work outlined below

Pupil G

Pupil G
Has experimented with simple hide and show blocks, say blocks and pen
commands. They are also attempting to use multiple effects in the same
block. There are few useable ideas from their initial attempts to find
opposite or cancelling blocks but their proto-algorithm could be a trigger to
generate interest in coordinates next year or in Year 6.
Pupil G is working within expected outcomes for Year 4

Pupil H

Pupil H
Has experimented with a wide range of blocks types. They haven’t used the
else part of conditional selection and the variable example works but only
affects if the variable is visible or not.
Pupil H is working within expected outcomes for Year 4

